
 
 

Briefing for the Public Petitions Committee 
 
Petition Number: PE1197
 
Main Petitioner: Bill Alexander 
  
Subject: Calls on the Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to reform 
the legal system to adopt the Scandinavian system of allowing unrestricted 
access to legal representation before the court for example by allowing non-
lawyers to appear in court on behalf of other parties. 
 
Background 
 
Individuals may normally represent themselves in court proceedings 
(exceptions are the personal conduct of defence in certain sexual offence 
cases and cases involving vulnerable witnesses and child witnesses under the 
age of 12).  A person may be represented by a non-lawyer in small claims 
cases and certain other proceedings in the sheriff court.  In general, however, 
only a person who is legally qualified and has appropriate rights of audience 
may represent someone else in court proceedings.   
  
The legal profession in Scotland is divided into two main branches: solicitors 
and advocates.  The traditional role of the Scots solicitor is a general adviser 
to clients (buying and selling property on their behalf, preparing wills and 
winding up estates, conducting litigation and providing advice on specific 
areas of the law).  Solicitors are able to appear in the sheriff and district courts 
and other tribunals and inquiries.  Since 1993, solicitor advocates (solicitors 
with specialist training) may also appear in the Supreme Courts.  Advocates 
(specialists in the art of advocacy) have extensive rights of audience in all 
Scottish courts.   
 
The Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) (Scotland) Act 1990 
 
The Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) (Scotland) Act 1990 introduced 
solicitor advocates in Scotland.  The Act (sections 25-29) also contains 
provisions that allow the extension of rights of audience and rights to conduct 
litigation to members of ‘any professional or other body’ through a process of 
application.  The OFT and the Scottish Consumer Council supported the 
commencement of sections 25-29 and considered that there was a significant 
potential benefit to users of legal services in Scotland in allowing appropriately 
regulated alternatives to the existing suppliers.  These provisions were only 
commenced in March 2007. 
 
A guide for professional or other bodies on making an application to enable 
their members to acquire rights to conduct litigation and rights of audience has 
been prepared on behalf of the Lord President and the Scottish Ministers.  
The Association of Commercial Attorneys, which mainly operates in the field 
of construction law, was the first organisation to apply for rights to conduct 
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litigation and rights of audience in the courts.  The application was submitted 
in June 2007.  It is understood that this application was approved, subject to 
conditions, on 6 October 2008.  Concern has been expressed over the time 
taken to progress this application (see for example S30-4373).  The Institute 
of Chartered Accountants of Scotland submitted an application on 28 July 
2008. 
 
There are two broad reasons for restricting rights of audience to persons with 
appropriate qualifications and experience.  The first is to protect the interests 
of the clients and to ensure their interests are competently represented at all 
stages in the litigation process.  The second is to protect the interests of the 
courts and to ensure that court time is used efficiently and effectively.   
 
Rights of audience in other jurisdictions 
 
A report by the Research Working Group on the Legal Services Market in 
Scotland (2006) found that there was variation in restrictions on rights of 
audience and rights to conduct litigation across Europe and internationally.  
The report focused on England and Wales, France, Germany, Sweden, 
Finland, Australia, New Zealand and Canada and found that, with the 
exception of Sweden and Finland (which are considered among the most 
liberal systems), all of the jurisdictions it studied had experienced a general 
extension of rights of audience, most notably to members of other 
professional bodies.  The working group found that there was no requirement 
for a party to a case to engage legal representation under Swedish law, nor 
was there a requirement that legal counsel undergo any formal legal training.  
The Finnish legal profession was similarly subject to very limited regulation 
and in Denmark legal services were not found to be highly regulated and there 
was no monopoly on legal advice for lawyers.   
 
Scottish Parliament Action 
 
Oral question S3O-4373 - Margo MacDonald: Whether it will consider a full 
review of the current application process and issuing fresh guidance to 
organisations looking to gain rights of audience under sections 25 to 29 of the 
Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) (Scotland) Act 1990, in light of 
concerns that the Association of Commercial Attorneys have expressed over 
the time taken to progress its application. 
 
Answered by Kenny MacAskill (Thursday, October 02, 2008): The 
application from the Association of Commercial Attorneys was the first 
application for rights to conduct litigation and rights of audience in the courts. 
The case has been complex and it has taken some time to resolve the 
outstanding issues.  However, I do not consider that a review of the 
application process is necessary at this time. 
 
 
Richard Hough 
Senior Research Specialist 
October 2008 
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SPICe research specialists are not able to discuss the content of petition briefings with 
petitioners or other members of the public. However if you have any comments on any 
petition briefing you can email us at spice@scottish.parliament.uk
 
Every effort is made to ensure that the information contained in petition briefings is correct at 
the time of publication. Readers should be aware however that these briefings are not 
necessarily updated or otherwise amended to reflect subsequent changes. 
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